
It was fortunate that exposures could be made within a wide bracket, provided
enough wa given. Compensation for over-exposure could be made as the image
could be seen growing in depth in the faint ruby light of the darkroom. It may
surprise younger photographer to know that in those di tant day an 'incident' light
meter was available. The Watkin 'Bee' meter operated with a rotating en itized
pap r expo ed at a lot, adjacent to which was a master tint. When the paper matched
the tint, in a few seconds. the ba i for further calculations was established.

In pencer's day, photography wa an added adventure, and time wa needed to
build up a collection. No doubt there were many failures, but the front rank men
followed, if they did not invent, the ound maxim that the reputation of any
photographer is more firmly based on the suppression of failure than on the
publication of succe . The uccesses were truly splendid, in the field of Alpine
landscape.

The group of print which accompany this article are chosen from hitherto
unpublished work, with emphasis on the unusual, either in choice of viewpoint, or in
recalling the mountain mists billowing around '"'the great brown slabs bending over
into immea urable space and the lines and curves of the wind moulded cornice'.

The functional and design
requirements of clothing 1
J. H. KeighIey and G. SteeIe

Introduction

'The function of clothing is to protect the human body from the environment but it is
e sential that it interfere a little a po ible with body movements'. This quotation
from Michael Ward's book Mountain Medicine reflect the requirements and
restrictions which are impo ed on clothing used to protect the human body against
the climatic environment. Ifwe examine in detail the protection necessary, it is soon
clear that the body needs to be maintained within its own special climate in which, for
comfort, the core temperature of the body is maintained at 37°C and the average skin
temperature is approximately 33°C, although this varies widely with the exact
location on the body, being lowest at the extremities, the hand and feet, al)d highest
around the trunk, particularly under the arms. It has been stated that the relative
humidity at the skin surface i· approximately 65 % but the value determined at any
given time will vary considerably and this is especially so from different regions of the
body. Experiments carried out using sleeping bags have indicated that the relative
humidity (R. H.) inside down and polyester ftlled bags approaches J00% after everal
hours u e. When at rest, the body expels about one lilJ'e of water as vapour in an 8
hour period and, during vigorous exerci e, the quantity of water lost in the form of
perspiration can be many times greater than this. The evaporation of this liquid
water absorbs heat and is one of the temperature regulation mechanisms of the body
which acts during phy ical activity to remove extra heat gl'nl'rilted. In practice, if the
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core temperature of the body changes by more than 3°C from it equilibrium value of
37°C, changes in physiological functions occur which are often irreversible and thu
endanger the con,tinued working of the human organism.

If we examine the environment which is likely to endanger the human body, it is
clear that in the first in tance, air temperature is important. Under high temperature
condition up to 50°C or more, loose freely moving clothes are u ed which, by
bello\ s actions, cause air movement over the skin which a ists in the evaporation of
perspiration with· its a ociated cooling effect. In cold conditions, ho\ ever, additional
thermal protection is needed which minimize the rate oflos of heat. The utilization
ofsuitable c10lhing de ign i thus important in order to minimize the loss of warm air
from acound the body which otherwise would be expelled by bellow action of
clothing during movement through the wri t opening, the collar and around the
waist and at the ankles. Clearly the design of the con truction ofclothing i important
since well designed clothing can minimize such heat los es by cUlling down the rate of
air movement through aperture in those ar a . Some of uch factor will be
considered later in the paper.

The ffectiveness of insulation is dependent to a major extent on the ability of an
insulating media to entrap air within it. Heat losses are thus reduced by en uring that
the trapped air is as immobile as possible and in this respect it is important that a
windproof outer layer of fabric is used in association with the insulation. The absenee
of such an outer fabric can make the insulating layer ineffective, as is the case in high
wind which are either real or due to movement a i the case for a motorcyclist. In
addition, it is ne essary to maintain the thickness of trapped air even if compres ed or
wet, if the insulation is to be continually effective. [n the Briti h climate, the use of
waterproof fabrics is important in view of the high incidence of rain. The use of such
fabrics in outdoor clothing is thus essential in view of the changes in insulation which
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are likely to result from the thorough wetting of insulating layers, when heat is
conducted by water present, and thus reducing or eliminating the thermal efficiency
of the contained air.

In addition to the above, freedom of movement must be ensured and this ha
implications which, as will be een, makes the de ign of garments for use in cold
climates an effective compromise. Thi leads to a wide variety of design being
available on the market.

Fabrics used in garment construction
cur ory look at the garments currently being sold in the shops will indicate that a

high proportion of the goods de igned for outdoor u e are constructed using an outer
fabric of 'rip-stop' nylon. This fabric is a 'Japp Type' fabric, i.e. approximately the
same number of picks and end or is of a plain weave construction with an overcheck
of thicker thread which occur periodically in the warp and weft directions. The
overcheck might be expected to consist of 2 individual yarns to assist in limiting the
extent of fabric tear, but in reality this is only a thicker yarn which produces the visual
effect of a squared pattern. The use of a thicker yarn in place of 2 eparate yarns,
makes the fabric cheaper to produce from continuous filaments which are heavily
calendered as can be seen from the flattened fibre surfaces.

Fabrics of this type are very strong, virtually.windproof and permeable to water
vapour but are not waterproof. Their use ha , in e sence, become a fashion
requirement which, although functional, is not waterproof and thus limited in
application.

In order to circumvent this problem of water penetration, the more expen ive
waterproof and windproof fabrics are often ba ed on traditional 'ventile' properties.
The original ventile fabric was constructed from cotton with tightly set plain or twill
weave construction which, due to the welling of the cotton on wetting, became even
tighter when wet. Thus the fabric i essentially water repellent, particularly after a
chemical water repellent finish had been applied, and when a double fabric layer was
used in garment construction; the water only penetrated after some time in wet
condition. Unfortunately, the fabric become stiff on wetting.

These problems could be circumvented in part by the use of plain weave fabrics
constructed from nylon warp (for example) and cotton weft. Such fabrics are much
more abrasion resi tant than the 100% cotton variety, but these have al 0 been hown
to be very efficient water repellent barrier which were long lasting when highly
twisted fine yarns were used. The inclusion of nylon continuous filament yarn as
weft, which only swells to a comparatively small extent on wetting, also limits the
stiffening of the fabric on wetting so that the garment become much more acceptable
in wear. Many people prefer the traditional properties of such fabrics for protection
against the weather but the high cost of such garments ha limited their appeal in
recent years.

The fabric which has been most widely used for protection against rain and wind in
clothing, in the last decade, has been polyurethane coated nylon. The fabric has a
plain weave structure ofcontinuous filaments while the coating on the reverse side of
the fabric gives the treated fabric inherent waterproof and windproof properties.
However, in addition, water vapour permeability is very low so that when using
garments constructed with such a material, condensation of water vapour in use can
be a erious problem. [n addition problems also occur due to the delamination of the
polyurethane coating so that for a thick~r layer of the polymer, visible delamination
may be evident after a period of use, or for thinner layers, the separation of polymer is
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not visible but the fabric loses its water repellent properties. A test for delamination
based on chemical hydrolysis has been developed for this type of fabric by the British
Standards Institution. Providing that a fabric can meet the B.S.I. requirements
therefore, this type of waterproof finish is very effective and is widely used for a
variety of purposes, including the manufacture of rucksacks and weatherproof
protection for equipment.

In order to assist in the permeability to water vapour some fabrics are
manufactured in such a way as to leave regular and periodic small circular holes in
the polyurethane coating. The hole size is ofa similar size to the area covered by warp
and weft intersection, thus allowing adequate diffusion of water vapour and reducing
condensation.

In general, caution must be exercised in using polyurethane coated nylon fabrics as
weatherproofed outershells for clothing since for the most part, fabrics most widely
used are not of the highest quality and their waterproof qualities are often quickly lost
during wear. Thus cheap fabrics and hence cheap garments usually quickly become
only of value as protection against the wind.

The coated or laminated fabrics which provide the highest degree of water
repellency over a long period of time are those fabrics which are neoprene coated.
Such fabrics are not porous and consist of a continuous sheet of neoprene which, as
can be expected due to the nature of the material, are completely waterproof, strong
and have a high abrasion resistance. However, they also exhibit a very low
permeability to water vapour so that condensation problems become acute under
conditions of strenuous exercise. As with the polyurethane coated fabrics, a range of
weights of fabric is produced but in contrast, the neoprene coated samples of all
weights withstand considerable flexing and abrasion during use.

The most novel fabric to be introduced on to the market during recent years has
been that of 'Goretex'. This fabric is a laminate with an outer front surface of woven
nylon, a second layer of Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and in some cases a knitted
nylon backing fabric. The active PTFE layer of the composite has 9xlO" holes per sq
inch, a claim which is substantiated by micrography. This fabric has a very low air
permeability (ie windproof), is not permeable to liquid water (rainproof) but allows
water vapour to diffuse through the material and thus should not be liable to

condensation problems.
Cortex is a fabric which has been the subject of much development work during the

last few years and while the original fabrics were of plain weave structure using
continuous filament type yarns, new yarns and hence new fabrics have been
introduced with a variety of surface finishes. Early fabrics acted as 'ventile' materials
but were subject to the limitation that the working PTFE layer must be kept clean.
The claim that the holes in the PTFE allowed 'water vapour molecules to pass
through but not liquid water' would not pass the scrutiny of the least observant
scientist and this factor was hardly supported by the transmission of water when
dirty. However, the manufacturers now claim that this problem has been solved.

All fabrics which act as barriers to liquid water have the drawback that holes are
introduced when the fabric is sewn into a garment. Cotton ventile type fabrics suffer
least from this problem but for all fabrics which utilize a layer of polymer, the stitch
holes allow water to pass through.

The problem can be reduced somewhat by the use of a sewing thread which swells
on wetting, thus tending to close up the needle hole but the success of this is very
limited. Most manufacturers are obliged therefore to resort to the device of either
doping the seams after the garment has been constructed or of taping the seams, or
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both. Such processes are time consuming and expensive but Cf;sential. In order to
reduce this prOQlem, garment design must be considered in order 10 reduce the length
of stitching 10 be treated and 10 position the seams so that they are protected from
incidelll water.

Bonding of seams has also been attempted but this leads 10 a stiffening of the
structure, as does taping, and i al 0 a tediou process. Welding, however, has also
been found 10 be useful but the Aexing properties of the welded section al-e different
from those of the fabric and can easily crack in wear. ome manufacturers have also
used welding techniques for Goretex fabric but this is not a particularly ati faclOry
technique since the PTFE component \ ill not melt and the welding take place
between nylon layers only. ince the trength of the PTFE-nylon laminate bond is
not particularly high, the welded seam is not a strong componelll of the garmelll and
this i limited 10 the non-load bearing area of the garment.

The preveIHion of condensation in ide a 'water proof garment is a faclOr which
has led 10 considerable re earch and developmelll effort over the year. However, it is
clear that under certain conditions it is impossible 10 prevent condensation taking
place. In addition, fabrics which are designed 10 allow water vapour 10 pas through
the structure cannot act as a 'Maxwell's demon' for each molecule and the vapour
can diffu e through in either direction. It is always assumed, however, that water
vapour will pass from the inside of the garment ~o the outside; this is an a sumption
which is not always the case. Water vapour will pass through a barrier only when
there i a vapour pressure gradient which acts as a driving force for this function.
When the relative humidity of the atmosphere is J00% ie the air is saturated and it is
probably either mi ty or raining, then it is unlikely that water will migrate from the
inside of the garmelll (unless some other mechanism is functioning). nder these
conditions, the condensation of water vapour inside a garment cannot be prevellled
since the R.H. inside must be equal to or less than the R.H. outside. If the inside
R. H. i less than 100%, then diffusion of water vapour from the out ide to the in ide
can take place. uch a problem has been found for a Goretex sleeping bag cover u ed
for a bivouac in den e mi t on the hills.

Condensation will only occur when warm moist air is cooled and thus becomes
aturated. When a garment is being worn under cool outdoor conditions, a

temperature gradient will exi t between the skin, (temperature approximately 35°C)
and the outside air. Thu a range of temperatures exists throughout the multiple
layers of clothing present. For a given R.H. inside the clothing a sembly, water
vapour will diffuse outwards and it is inevitable under certain conditions that at a
given poilll in the thermal assembly, the Dew Poilll will be reached and hence
condensation will occur. In clothing therefore, the location of this Dew Point region
will depend on the nature, constitution and thickness of the IOtal assembly. For a
thick assembly therefore, uch a region may exist well within the assembly,.so that it
can be concluded that in order 10 prevelll condensation, the conditions associated
with the Dew Point must not be reached within the clothing structure. When many
layers of clothing are used therefore, condensation is more likely to occur within the
garment than when only a small number of layers are utilized.

These conditions. can be reproduced in extremely cold environmellls when the
formation of hoar frost can be induced at various poillls throughout a clothing
structure, the location being dependent on the amount and type of clothing being
worn.

This analysis can be used to explain why so many conAicting reports are recorded
concerning the efficiency of the variou type of clothing used 10 prevent
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conden at ion. Iearly, the presence or absence ofconden ation i dependent on uch

faclOrs as the lemperature and R.H. oflhe oUlside air, the rate oflos of water from
lhe body. the amount and type of clothing worn under th garment and 0 on. Each

case must be analy ed separately, when viewed in lhe light of the above dis ussion.

the behaviour of the garmel1l becomes perfeCtly cl·'ar.

Although it i not lhe intention to mention specific firms or producls in this article,
onc particular typ offabric which al firsl sighl is oflhe traditionallype and must b
included, is the super-helan a fabric used by Rohan. Micrograph' of this fabric

indicate thal the urface ha b en rai cd so lhat il is difficult to eelhe truClLlre u ed

due lo surface fibre but lhe lwilllype truclLlre can be een from the front urface of
fabric. While the IruClLlre appear' lo be somewhal loose. in performance, lhe air

p Tmeability is low, being of th . same order as rip-slOp nylon. ie approximately tml
of air per second at a waleI' pressure of 5mm so that it behave as a wind proof fabric.

Experiment also show lhal the degree of water penetration i low so lhat thi fabric,
of viscose, nylon andlycra behaves as a tradit ional ventile and has a imilar handle. It

is of particular il1lerest to find lhat the e propen ie arc still foundlO be of value in an

age when lhe use of nalUral fibres ha' declined to occupy only a very small hare of the

markel.

The design of clothing
s has already been discussed in lhi paper. clothing which i intended for

proteclion againsl severe wealher mu I be designe I and con truCl d in uch a

manner so that ai I' cOl1lained Wilh in the clothing i . retained if lhe wearer is to be kept
warm, and similarly. ifhe or he i lo be kept dry. lhe de ign of fa tening . hood and

pockets and cuffs must be uch as lo keep out falling and wind blown rain and water

which runs off the surface of the clOth.

On lhis basis lherefore, it is imperative that the openings of such garments should
be as simple as possiblt: and y 'I effeelive. Modern design i· based on lhe premise that

the lrunk or core of lhe human body should be kepI prOLected by onc outer cover

which prOleCt . lhe trunk, head and arms. while a econd garment is used to prOlect

lhe leg and lo a certain extel1l the lower pan of the trunk where the twO neces arily
overlap. Mo 101' lh allention is paid to lhe former of lhese IWO items ofclolhing here

since il i wilhin this Ihat the 'body core' is localed.

Recent year have witnessed Ihe popularity of lhe kagoul which i' designed lo put



on over the head having no openings other than those necessary to pull the garment
over the head and shoulders, and to allow the face to be exposed. While this garment
is cheap and popular, it has been constnlcted, for the most part, from polyurethane
coated nylon and has inevitably been associated with the cheap end of the market. It
has limitations in design and thus has not generally found favour with the
manufacturers of the more expensive garments, which, therefore have been
constructed using a zip fastener down the front. In order to ensure wind and
waterproof performance, it has been necessary to use an additional flap either in front
ofor behind the zip since the zip fastener itself is permeable to air and water. Buttons,
press-stud and velcro fastening are used in order to hold the flap close to the surface
of the jacket. Of these, the button and press-stud fastenings have been in use for many
years and the former is not now often found. The use of veJcro has now become
widespread, it is quickly undone in use and has a long effective life while from the
manufacturers viewpoint, ease of constnlction is facilitated. Also, the use of double
ended zips is now common and this adds to comfort in wear, particularly under
conditions of exertion when additional ventilation is demanded.

In all cases, the centre zip and associated flap must continue through to the hood, if
comfort in wear is to be achieved. It is now acce'pted that a hood, attached to a
garment, is a necessary accessory but the difficulties in incorporating such a hood
with an effective central fastening has led to un,comfortable products and to some
which look ungainly, even if effective. In addition, since much heat is lost from the
head, effective protection against the wind and rain must be provided, and the chin
must be kept free from contact with the hood in order to prevent the fabric becoming
wet, thus leading to discomfort. Few meet this requirement entirely.

There are many hood configurations available-wired, fitted with a draw-cord,
detachable, and so on. Some are made to fold away in a pocket inside the collar.

Pockets are an essential part of any garment, and although these do not, for the
main part function in protecting the body, they are deserving of some consideration.
Some serve merely as a hand warmer. The essentiaHy triangular shape is however of
little use for any other purpose since without any fastening, nothing can be kept in
them with any security. In addition, when incorporated into a waterproof garment,
water runs down the fabric and into the pocket! This then is ineffective in keeping
hands warm. Things can be improved by the addition of a pocket on the outer side
with its own veJcro fastened rain proof flap.

A variety of pockets of differing shapes, sizes and types of fastenings is
available-the horizontal slit with zip, the velcro secured flap, and the traditional
pocket of the non-patch type. This last type may also be secured with velcro. A useful
feature of one quality design is the sewing of the forward edge of the flap to assist in
the prevention of water penetration into the pocket.

FOI' climbing purposes, particularly when a climbing harness is being used, under
arm pockets are useful. These are produced with a variety of fasteners, as are the
chest pockets with vertical openings located close to the central zip. In some cases,
this pocket opening is placed under the zip flap for added protection against the
elements.

The effectiveness of cuff fastenings is also variable being of either elasticated
construction (either inside the cuffor as a tight fitting terminal construction) or velcro
fasteners can be used to adjust the tightness of the cuff around the wrist. While the
former type may appear to be neater, in use, variable cuff apertures are essential in
order to vary the amount of ventilation and this latter type is more widely favoured.

Waterproof trousers are an essential part of any mountaineer's or hill walker's
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clothing. These are usually overtrousers of the conventional type but some types are
constructed with zip openings along the inner leg for ease ofdressing and undre sing
and this can be of particular importance with the advent of a sudden storm.

Other design factors which are worthy of mention include the use of 'Magyar
sleeves' so that no seams appear on the shoulders nor along the outer side of the arm.
This is often expensive in terms of the area ofcloth used but can be an aspect ofgood
design. In some cases, a gusset is inserted under the arm in order to allow full freedom
of movement but this function can detract from the appearance of the garment.

A recent design development for use in mountaineering jackets is the 'hip belt
facility' (copyright, Rohan) which allows a rucksack to be carried with the waist strap
passing through the side openings to fasten under the front area of the garment. This
design is of particular value and interest.

In an article of this type, consideration of the problems involved and the designs in
use is of necessity limited but it perhaps should be emphasized that the final product
which appears on the market is inevitably a compromise due to the constraints
imposed. For example, the requests for the use of lightweight materials must be
viewed with the knowledge that such fabrics cling when wet and are thus
uncomfortable. Heavier fabrics are, alternatively stiffer and thus less comfortable
but the stiffness limits the bellows action during movement and thus lower heat losses
occur. Fabrics must be abrasion resistant against the rucksack straps, particularly on
the shoulders and also between the legs if a climbing harness is being used. Gaiters
must be resistant to abrasion from boots and so on. However, 'fitness for purpose'
will form the basis for a later paper.
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Note
The analysis reported here is one example of the preliminary analysis necessary for

research investigations which are being carried out in the Outdoor Equipment and
Pursuits Section of the Department of Textile Industries of the University of Leeds.
The work of this section is widely based but is primarily concerned with an
understanding of the equipment used by the mountaineer, back packer or fellwalker.
Detailed investigations are being carried out on ropes, harnesses, helmets,
waterproof clothing, insulated clothing and thermal insulation, and this work is
based on the needs of both the BMC Technical Committee and the UIAA Safety
Commission. It is hoped to present aspects of this work to the AlpineJoumal in future
years.

The authors are members of the BMC Technical Committee and of the UIAA Safety
Commission-Ed.
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